The White Buffalo’s
Gifts of the
Great Spirit
The propensity of writers is that they like to see their work in print, whether
blog, poem, feature story, dissertation, or best seller (and everything inbetween).
Once the judges saw the collection of material made available from the
White Buffalo Native American Poet Laureate, it didn’t take much for the
spark to be ignited – these works deserved their own voice, their own
vehicle to display the very unique and eclectic way a challenge can be met.
What started as a poetry contest, evolved into a literary challenge, and
manifested in two volumes – to date – containing the products created in
response to the Great Spirit’s call, urging Its expression.
The result?
Volume I – Gifts of the Great Spirit: from White Buffalo to the Unknown
Namesake
Volume II – Gifts of the Great Spirit: to White Buffalo

(Vol. I) - Gifts of the Great Spirit:
from White Buffalo to the Unknown Namesake
This beautiful, full-color collection honoring the Native
American Spirit of the Unknown Namesake and
recognizing the White Buffalo Native American Poet
Laureate and Calf Award winners in the 2010 poetry
contest, features poetry and prose that will inspire the
Native Spirit within you, no matter what your race or
creed.
ISBN-13: 978-1452820842:
Order from: https://www.createspace.com/3448329 or
www.amazon.com, keywords “Gifts of the Great Spirit,”
or from Great Spirit Publishing at
http://www.greatspiritpublishing.yolasite.com/book-store.php.

(Vol. II) - Gifts of the Great Spirit:
to White Buffalo
Original birch bark painting by Maureen “Moe” Paccione
graces the cover of Vol. II Native American Spirit of the
Unknown Namesake and recognizing the White Buffalo
Native American Poet Laureate and Calf Award winners in
the 2010 poetry contest, features poetry and prose that
will inspire the Native Spirit within you, no matter what
your race or creed.
ISBN-13: 978-1466351936:
Order from: https://www.createspace.com/3692263 or
www.amazon.com, keywords “Gifts of the Great Spirit,”
or from Great Spirit Publishing at
http://www.greatspiritpublishing.yolasite.com/bookstore.php.

